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Abstract—Deployment of passive radio-frequency identification
(RFID) systems or RFID-enhanced sensor networks requires good
understanding of the energy scavenging principles. This paper fo-
cuses on the energy scavenging design considerations of inductively
coupled passive HF RFID systems. The theoretical estimation of
the power by a loop antenna is derived, and the effect of the design
parameters on the harvested power is investigated. It is shown that
the power delivery performance is largely affected by the tag load
at the reader. An adaptive matching circuit at the reader is pro-
posed for achieving optimum power delivery performance when
the reader has a variable load. Experimental studies confirm ana-
lytical derivations.

Index Terms—Antenna design, energy scavenging, impedance
matching, loop antenna, passive tag, power harvesting, radio-fre-
quency identification (RFID).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE radio-frequency identification (RFID) technology is of
growing interest to commerce, industry, and academia, es-

pecially due to the recent declines in cost and increases in read
range because of improved design and associated signal pro-
cessing. This technology can be used not only for identifica-
tion, but also for tracking objects in a supply chain, monitoring
the object’s status, enhancing security, and many other applica-
tions [1].

The RFID system consists of readers/interrogators, tags/
transponders, and an information managing host computer
[2]. It operates in different frequency bands (e.g., 120 kHz,
13.56 MHz, 860–960 MHz, 2.45 GHz, and 5.8 GHz), while HF
(13.56 MHz) and UHF (860–960 MHz) RFID are two main-
stream technologies with well-established global standards.
RFID tags can be categorized as: 1) active tag, which has a
battery that supplies power to all functions; 2) semi-passive tag,
which has a battery used only to power the tag IC, but not for
communication; 3) passive tag, which has no battery on it. The
absence of a power supply makes passive tags much cheaper
and of much greater longevity than active tags.

As a low-cost wireless communication platform, the passive
RFID system provides a possibility of implementing wireless
sensor networks through integration of the RFID tag ICs and
CMOS/microelectromechanical system (MEMS) sensors, as
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shown in Fig. 1. This proposed system is called here “the
RFID-enhanced sensor system” [3], [4]. Such a system will
not work well unless the enhanced tag receives enough energy
from the reader. Successful energy scavenging in passive RFID
systems will help in extending their applications. HF RFID uses
magnetic waves in the antenna near field to communicate, while
UHF uses electromagnetic waves. The operational range of HF
RFID is from several centimeters to about a meter. Because
the magnetic field is not affected by most of the surrounding
dielectric materials , HF RFID has good performance
in a crowded environment when compared with UHF RFID.
This paper focuses on the 13.56-MHz inductive passive HF
RFID system.

Passive tags obtain impinging energy during reader interroga-
tion periods, and the energy is used to power the tag IC. For the
maximum read range, one has to ensure the maximum power
transfer efficiency from the reader to the tag. What makes the
problem challenging is that in the case of inductively coupled
reader-tag, the reader must deal with a changing effective load
due to 1) the location-dependent mutual coupling effect between
the reader and tag and 2) the unpredictable number of tags in
the read zone of the reader. Researchers have been working on
optimum design of HF RFID. The general design issues in HF
RFID were addressed, including read range in [5]. A tuning
transformer for HF RFID was proposed for adjustment of res-
onant frequency [6]. However, the cause of over-coupling is
not analyzed so far, and an easy and low-cost tuning method
is needed to improve the energy delivery performance.

This paper presents a study of how mutual coupling between
the reader and the tag affects the amount of power harvested at
the tag. The mutual coupling can be viewed as a variable load
at the reader. This load may lead to mismatch and poor power
transfer efficiency if a fixed impedance matching circuit is im-
plemented at the reader; accordingly, an adaptive impedance
matching network at the reader is proposed. The antenna de-
sign guidelines to improve the power transfer from the reader to
the tags are also presented.

II. BACKGROUND

A. L-Match Network

Impedance matching is necessary in the design of RF cir-
cuitry in order to provide maximum power delivery between a
source and its load and improve the signal to noise ratio of the
system. Generally, an L-, T-, or -matching network can be used
to match the load to the source [7]. In this paper, the L-matching
network is used due to its simplicity and ease of tuning. Fig. 2
shows the lumped circuits of the loop antenna only (left) and the
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Fig. 1. RFID reader-tag (sensing node) system.

Fig. 2. L-matching network (left: original antenna; right: matched antenna).

loop antenna with the L-match network (right), where and
are reactive elements for the matching purpose, and

and are the resistance and self-inductance of the antenna.
Fig. 2 is valid only when , where
is the source (generator) resistance [8], as shown in Fig. 5. This
condition can be met in most cases. Thus, the impedance of an
inductive antenna is matched to the source impedance as

(1)

where is the angular frequency. Due to the skin effect,
in (1) can be expressed as

(2)

where and are the conductor’s electrical conductivity and
magnetic permeability, is the length of the loop, is the trace
width, and is the signal frequency [9].

It is difficult to accurately estimate in (1), especially
for a planar coil. For a round planar spiral coil can be
roughly approximated by (3) with at least 80% accuracy

(3)

Fig. 3. Magnetic field generated by a dipole.

where is the number of turns in the loop, is the coil mean
radius, and is the thickness of the winding [10]. Analytical ex-
pressions for planar rectangular coils are available in [11]. Their
accurate values can be approximated with numerical simulation
software, such as HFSS. When the resistance and inductance of
the loop are determined, and can be solved by using (1).
In this paper, both and are implemented by capacitors
( and ) due to the low cost.

B. Induced Magnetic Field

A changing current along a conductor loop induces a
changing magnetic field. When another conductor loop is
placed in this field, an induced voltage is generated. In order
to simplify the calculation of the magnetic field, the loop can
be treated as a series of small dipoles. Fig. 3 shows a dipole
model. The magnetic field in the vicinity of the loop antenna is
approximated as

(4)

where is the half length of the dipole, is the amplitude of
the current along the loop, is the permeability of air, and is
the distance from the location (within the plane) to the
center of the dipole [12].
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Fig. 4. Calculation model for the magnetic field of an antenna loop placed on
a metal substrate with a certain distance.

Based on (4), the magnetic field along the central axis gen-
erated by a rectangular loop antenna can be derived as

(5)

where is the amplitude of the magnetic field component
along the axis, is the number of turns, and is the angle
between the line and the axis, shown in Fig. 3. Further,

can be expressed in the geometrical parameters of the rect-
angular loop as

(6)

where and are the half length of the side.
We have assumed that loop antennas are surrounded by the

air. However, a different magnetic field distribution occurs when
antennas are placed on the top of a metal frame. Therefore, it is
important to estimate the metal effect on the power transfer. We
assume the antenna loop with a distance to a metal frame. The
image of the antenna loop under the frame plane has the exact
distance to the metal plane. Fig. 4 shows the configuration.

Since , is rewritten as

(7)

where if the dipole is perfectly parallel to the metal
plane [8]. When is small compared to , the above equation
is simplified as

(8)

C. Induced Voltage

When a loop is placed in the magnetic field, an induced
voltage is calculated as

(9)

Fig. 5. Circuit schematics of the coupled RFID reader antenna and tag antenna.

where is the length of the loop curve, is the area of the loop,
is the electric field vector, is the tangent direction of the loop

curve, and is the normal direction of the loop surface. Since
the RFID tag is usually very small, is treated as a constant at
the tag location. Because the induced voltage from each turn is
serially connected, for a tag with a turn antenna the induced
voltage is

(10)

Equation (10) shows that can be adjusted by tuning design
parameters, such as the number of turns and the dimension of
the loop. This approximation is based on the assumption that
the magnetic field generated by the tag in the direction opposite
to the magnetic field generated by the reader is negligible, i.e.,

is treated as a constant. When the reader antenna and the
tag antenna are far apart, this assumption usually holds true.
However, it cannot be used to accurately predict the output
voltage when the tag works in the near field of the reader
antenna. is forced to change in this case. In order to reach
optimum power delivery, the accurate estimations of and
are required.

III. LOADING EFFECT

The induced voltage on the tag generates current along the
tag loop antenna, following an EM field in the direction oppo-
site to the triggering EM field. The reader antenna and the tag
antenna can be treated as a pair of weakly coupled transformers,
as shown in Fig. 5 with a mutual coupling factor [13]. There-
fore, the induced voltage at the tag can also be derived as

(11)

According to (10), the coupling coefficient is determined as

(12)

Equation (12) shows that is only determined by the geometry
and the relative position of the two antennas.
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Fig. 6. Lumped circuit model for the rectifier circuit.

Based on the KVL and KCL, the following equations are de-
rived for a RFID reader antenna when it is loading tags and is
matched with an L-matching network:

(13)

where and are the resistance and inductance of the reader
antenna, respectively; and are the driving source voltage
and voltage at the reader antenna, respectively; , , and are
the current flowing through , the reader antenna, and the tag
antenna, respectively; and and are the
impedances of the matching elements.

Using KVL for the tag circuit yields

(14)

where and are the tag resistance and inductance, and
is the tag impedance at the port 00-01, including the matching
network, rectifier, and load impedance , as shown in Fig. 5.
The induced power on the tag is rectified and fed to the load.
Fig. 6 depicts the rectifier circuit. More discussion on the recti-
fier design can be found in [14]–[16].

Ideally, the maximum output power can be reached when
the load impedance is matched to the source impedance

. Relevant methods of complex impedance match
for the RFID tag can be found in [17]. When matched, the tag
impedance can be expressed as

(15)

Therefore, the current is given by

(16)

Replacing in (13) by using (16), is expressed as

(17)

Here, is still unsolved, since and remain unknown.
When the unloaded loop antenna is matched to the
source resistance , the power dissipated by the antenna is

(18)

Since the passive elements do not dissipate power, the
power is the power dissipated by , i.e.,

(19)

When , can also be derived from (13) as

(20)

Referring to (19), can be simplified as

(21)

where is the phase. Introducing (21) into (17) and
, (17) is rewritten as

(22)

Since and in (22) are usually very small, this equation
can be simplified as

(23)

Therefore, the harvested power on the RFID tag IC circuitry
can be expanded from (18) as

(24)
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Fig. 7. Relationship between the received power and the coupling factor.

IV. DISCUSSION

Equation (24) shows that there is a nonlinear relationship be-
tween and . Fig. 7 clearly demonstrates this nonlinear
property, where the reader antenna has m area
and one turn, the tag antenna has m area and ten
turns, , , and . The com-
plex relationship between and can be simplified in two
scenarios.

A. Small Load Effect

When , can be estimated as

(25)

Equations (4), (6), and (12) also show that in the
near field, but in the far field. This relationship
indicates that the inductive RFID tags can only work in the near
field of the reader antenna with a limited range. If a tag is located
in the center of the square antenna, and and is replaced
by using (2), can be expressed as

(26)

where and are the trace width of the reader antenna and
the tag antenna, and are the half side length of the reader
antenna and the tag antenna, and and are the conductivity
and permeability of the conductor. Equation (26) expresses the
effect of design parameters on .

Usually, an expected working range is prespecified as a de-
sign goal; therefore, determining the antenna size is important.
For a square loop, (11) can be rewritten as

(27)

where is a constant, and is the expected range. When
, we can obtain the optimum half side length of

the loop

(28)

For a circular loop, a small dipole can be approximated as

(29)

where is the radium of the circular loop, and is the sector
angle to the cord , as shown in Fig. 3. , and can be
expressed as

(30)

(31)

When , we can obtain the optimum radius of the
loop

(32)

When the loop is placed on the top of a metal shelf, according
to (8), the mutual coupling decreases because of the metal
frame. Therefore, the loop antenna should be kept as far away
from the metal frame as possible, and using a loop with a smaller
size is preferred. The matching elements should be adjusted cor-
respondingly to reach optimum power delivery performance,
since the loop inductance has changed.

B. Large Load Effect

When

(33)

It shows that decreases as the coupling factor increases,
because a larger coupling results in a smaller . Two possible
situations may result in large coupling: 1) many tags in the
reader operating range and 2) a closely located tag. When a tag
is moved closely to the reader, the output voltage may increase
gradually until it peaks and then drops. In other words, a rela-
tively large coupling effect could lower the power transfer be-
tween the reader and the tag, as shown in Fig. 7.

The degraded performance of power transfer can be a serious
problem in power-hungry applications, such as RFID-enhanced
sensor networks. An adaptive matching network that changes
the reactive element values to match the changing load may be
used to improve power transfer efficiency [18], [19]. However,
the lack of a feasible feedback loop makes it difficult to imple-
ment. Fig. 8 shows that a modified matching circuit is used on
the RFID reader antenna. The only drawback of this method is
that the tag takes a longer time to respond to the reader’s inquiry,
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Fig. 8. Schematics of the adaptive L-match network.

Fig. 9. Simulated result by using the adaptive L-match network.

since the reader needs more time to sweep different configura-
tions. Fig. 9 shows the power delivery improvement over the
fixed matching circuit. Based on the maximum power transfer
with impedance matching, the power received by the tag when
using the fixed matching algorithms shows a maximum value of
12.5% of which is the total power consumed. Fig. 9
shows the maximum power efficiency for the adaptive matching
network can be reached to 25%.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We designed a tag loop with 15 turns, mm outer di-
mensions, 0.254-mm gap, and 0.254-mm track width. We used
a one-stage rectifier to rectify the signal. Figs. 10–12 show the
experimental results with , where the axis represents
the distance between the centers of two antennas, and the axis
represents the output voltage generated on the tag. Experiments
show that the output voltage can drop as the mutual coupling in-
creases to certain levels. This effect is highly pronounced when
the distance between the tag and reader is short, the size of the
reader antenna is small (Fig. 10), or the loop turn number is
large (Fig. 11). According to (12), (24), and (33), the increasing

Fig. 10. Characteristics of inductive coupling in RFID systems (s—the side
length of RFID reader antenna).

Fig. 11. Characteristics of inductive coupling in RFID systems-turn effect (the
side length of reader antenna is 10 cm).
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Fig. 12. Influence of adaptive matching (the side length of reader antenna
is 10 cm).

mutual coupling factor can decrease the received power. The ex-
perimental results coincide with the theoretical analysis. Using
an adaptive matching circuit optimizes the power transfer with a
varying load. Fig. 12 shows the voltage generated as a function
of distance between the tag and the reader at load levels for a
fixed impedance matching circuit and an adaptive matching cir-
cuit. The adaptive matching circuit offers significant improve-
ment when the over coupling exists. In the far field, both adap-
tive matching and fixed L impedance matching offer the same
performance.

VI. CONCLUSION

An analytical method to compute the power delivered to the
RFID tag as a function of the mutual coupling between the loop
antennas of the tag and reader was introduced. The effect of the
variable mutual coupling on the power delivery was discussed.
An adaptive impedance matching circuit implemented on the
reader antenna was proposed as a solution to mitigate the detri-
mental effect of the mutual load on the power transfer efficiency.
The design procedure for HF loop antenna specifications was
also given, including determinations of the loop size.
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